Travelling To & From

Packing

Airport Procedures - Be sure to check in for your flights
about 12-24 hours prior to travel through the online app
or website.

Clothing – While you may be ready for fun in the sun,
don’t forget to pack sensible footwear. Vegas is a
subtropical desert climate, so pack accordingly for mild
winters and sweltering, dry days in the summer that can
average at over 100°. Make sure to leave room in your
suitcase for all the Vegas shopping!

Arrival Procedures – When you arrive in Vegas, be sure to
locate the proper baggage claim area for your flight as
LAS is a large international airport.

Getting Around
Transfers – A limo or other special transfer arrangements
can be made by your travel agent. If you elected to have a
transfer take you from the airport to your hotel, locate your
driver who most likely has your name on a sign near the
designated pick-up area at the airport.
Cabs – If you prefer to book a cab through Uber or Lyft,
there are dedicated pick-up spots in each terminal. If not,
there is taxi service located in each terminal as well. For
help locating a taxi, airport personnel can direct you.

Accessories - Bring along sunscreen, reusable water
bottles, hats, sunglasses. Booking activities in
advance with your travel agent is a good way to
know exactly what to prepare for. Take advantage of
your hotel room’s safe for valuable accessories.

Healthy & Safety
Sun – While it’s easy to forget in such a bustling city,
always remember that Vegas is in the desert. Protect
your skin with plenty of sunscreen, wear a hat for
sensitive scalps, and get some breaks in the shade in
between sunny walks down the strip.

Rental Cars – Car rental is contingent on availability. It’s a
great idea to book a rental in advance as Vegas is always
at peak. There are ten car rental companies located
inside the airport’s center, so you may book through one
of them if you’d like to drive from the airport. Your travel
agent can help you with further details.

Water – Dehydration is easy with the dry air, hot sun, and
optional alcohol consumption. Be sure to drink plenty of
water and electrolytes to avoid headaches, nausea,
faintness, and other dehydration symptoms.

Walking Around – Around your hotel and along the
Vegas strip, you’ll find shopping, restaurants, casinos,
bars, and more. Before committing to long walks around
Vegas, do keep in mind the desert climate and that there
are very few benches along the way. Always keep your
limits in mind for your comfort and safety.

Weather

Currency
Cash - It’s a good idea to keep some cash on hand for
emergencies, tipping, and casinos. Avoid carrying big bills
or too large of amounts.
Credit - Call your card company and banks before you travel
to advise them of your travel dates and destinations. Many
credit card partners are helpful in getting excellent deals on
dining, lodging, entertainment, and more in Vegas, so be
sure to check how you can save with your credit card
company prior to travel.

Lodging
Hotels – Keep in mind that Vegas hotels charge a standard
daily rater per room that can range from $30-$50. Be sure to
keep a business card for the hotel on you at all times so
you’ll have the address handy.

Healthy Choices – Be aware that smoking is designated
to specific areas.

Dry, but lots of heat year round
Summer - Dry, hot weather
Winter – Mild with major temperature drops at night

Technology
Internet – Some areas provide public Wi-Fi like in
restaurants and hotels.
Device Protection – Keep electronics stored in a
cool, dry space at all times.

Emergencies
Emergency Numbers – For emergencies, 9-1-1 is standard
while 3-1-1 is the non-emergency number
Travel Protection - Should you need to file a travel
protection claim, you will most likely be reimbursed on a
credit card for approved claims. See travel protection
policies for details.

